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Controversy rages wildly.
We just don't know.

This makes
hypocrites.

them

Those who believe that
Evolution is science, can
not be
regarded
as
scientists, as they lack a
probing mind by ignoring
the details, namely micro
cellular intricacies, fail to
support their expressed
views
with
crucial
scientific evidence, and
may even believe in god
or foster some religious
affliction contrary to the
purely
materialistic
foundation of Evolution.
shallow, uninformed and

Science, observation, evidence and common
sense all point toward spontaneous and sudden
existence of fully formed complex spices, and
away from gradual evolution from lower kin, and
that, subtle and micro mutations are due to traits
hard-wired within every cell of every organic
matter, with specific functions and timeline to steer
the path of its full cycle of life including growth,
reproduction even metamorphoses, making
adaptive adjustments as needed and never result
in creation of another superior or inferior spices.
Contrary therefore to the unfounded claims that
“all living things are evolved”, we can declare with
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confidence that NOTHING IN THIS WORLD IS
THE RESULT OF EVOLUTION no matter how
much time or how favourable the nature.
I can only regret the ignorant assertions and
claimants to the knowledge of existence, be it the
self proclaimed messengers of the divine through
the scripture and the like, or worst still, the myopic
self venerated scientific community who in their
delirium still latch on to the fallacy that undirected
and freak mutation within the cell favoured by
merciless external nature is the architect of the
grandeur we know as life and savour as living
experience.
From fungus to the human mind, and from nanoparticles to orbiting stars, I witness and experience
perfection in structure, performance, diversity and
order which can only suggest an intelligently
contrived manifestation. Who or what is behind it, I
don't know, I don't think I can know or even afford
to speculate, lest projection and regurgitation of
my own preconditioned notions.
In that, I pay kudos to the wisdom of Omar
Khayyam Persian poet and mathematician, whom
best reflected the futility of this pursuit in his 900
years old quatrain.
Some people ponder the province of faith and pray
Others torn between fantasy & reality along the
way
I fear the warnings of the inner voice to my
dismay
“Beware the unaware”, for, both paths will lead
astray (my translation)
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